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Cardmaking with A4 cardstock (and metric measurements) 
 

CARDSTOCK SIZES 
 
Australia and many other parts of the world use A4-sized cardstock as the standard. 
This is the same size as the paper we use in our printers. It’s 21cm x 29.7cm.  
 
In the US, the standard cardstock is US Letter size paper which is shorter and wider 
than A4, at 8 ½ inches x 11 inches.  
 
Ever had trouble following an online cardmaking tutorial, with your version not 
quite working? This is likely the reason why!  
 
 
CUTTING  
 
We can get 2 standard card bases from a single A4 sheet by cutting it in half  
and folding the two pieces.  
The A4 sheet is 29.7cm long, so to cut it in half we round it to 14.8cm.  
 
 
SCORING 
 
To avoid tiny wrinkles along the fold line, it’s a good idea to score the middle of 
the cardstock before folding it. You can do this with the scoring blade in a 
metric Paper Trimmer, or using a Simply Scored board and the Metric Plate attachment. (Click pics to learn 
more) 

 
The width of A4 cardstock is 21cm, so to fold it in half we score at 10.5cm.  
 
TIP #1: The card should be folded so that the ‘mountain’ or raised bump caused from scoring the cardstock, is 
on the INSIDE of the card.  
TIP #2: Match up the outer corners BEFORE you commit the crease (ie before you press along the score line).  
 
 
ALTERNATIVE METHOD 
 
To make card bases that are 10.5cm x 14.5cm when folded:  

1. Score A4 cardstock at 10.5cm (ie down the middle)  
2. Rotate, and cut at 29cm  
3. Then move the paper down while it’s still in the trimmer bed, and cut it at 14.5cm.  
4. "Mountain on the inside”, “match the corners”, fold and press along the score line.  Done! 

 
LAYERS AND PANELS  
 
You can now cut cardstock or patterned paper layers in easy centimetre or half-centimetre increments. 
For example:  

• 10cm x 14cm  
• 9.5cm x 13.5cm  
• 9cm x 13cm  


